
Attendance: Helene, Marcin, Malgorztaa, Luuk, Victor

An analysis of metrics based on GGUS

https://cic.gridops.org/common/all/get_cicmetrics_list.php?all=1 
Discussion if those metrics are useful, is it relevant for the next version of 
the dashboard as is and if not what needs to stay?

Helene: Those metrics were useful for two things:  QR (response time on tickets) and  reports about 
correlation between types of tickets and middleware releases. The question is: are we still interested 
in such informations? Do we want those metrics in the future dashboard and in EGI?
Marcin: Responce time was useful in the past when we didn't have any other time constrains then 
excalation procedure.
Helene: We need more discussion and more time.

Action on Marcin and Luuk: send an email what is needed from Dashboard in terms of metrics in 
EGI.

Knowledge Base

* current status of GOCwiki
* Should in SLA for NGIs be declaration if NGI would like to use GOC wiki or own knowledge 
base to store knowledge?

Action on Malgorzata: send an email to ShuTing and ask for GOC WIKI  status update.
Action on Malgorzata: create a wiki page with C-COD recommendation for NGI-EGI SLA

Dashboard: The differences in the current and future workflow

As the dashboard with Nagios is about to be released for testing early November, the differences in 
the current workflow with SAM should be identified as early as  possible 

Helene: What kind of major problems can we met after the transition to NAGIOS? Masking 
mechanizm?
Marcin: One thing which is very critical is alarm ageing mechanizm. Masking mechanizm can be 
done manually.

Weekly reports for RODs 

proposal: 
RODs should send reports (similar to current ROC reports) for last week (on Monday) with 
explanation about each item which appears on the C-COD dashboard. 
C-COD would stop sending mails to RODs each time something appears on the C-COD dashboard 
and start to analyze ROD metrics to track if there were something "unusual".

Proposal accepted. C-COD should start to ask ROD, each time item appears on dashboard, for 
explanation.
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